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The recent Synod on the Amazon
was historically significant for a
number of reasons. Pope Francis
encouraged and provided a vehicle
for local Bishops to raise valid concerns for consideration which
needed pastoral solutions. This
“synodality” could very well serve
as a blueprint for future church
direction.

“God of Gift and grace, help us
to respond to the charisms of
celibacy and marriage as we
answer your call to ministry in
the Church. In Peter and Paul,
you give us two models that celebrate the variety of your endless
imagination.
May Peter and his wife inspire
your Church to include men and
women equally in its ministry
and to recognize the wealth of
inspiration that springs from
marriage and family life.

The Synod also dramatically
demonstrated the sinful discard and
disregard for women. Jesus’
embrace of the Samaritan woman
was lacking despite the verocious
and spirited witness of women kept
“outside the door” throughout the
meeting. It brought to the forefront
the issue of climate change and its
devastating affect on our environment as thus, our people. It
demanded a refreshing respect for
indigenous people and their culture.

May the example of Paul enable
us to honor celibacy as a
charism freely given and a
choice freely made for service in
the Christian community.
Restore now to your Church the
ability to call Christians to service not only in terms of marriage
and celibacy, but as Christ calls
us: to feed and house, to reconcile and liberate, to visit and
heal God’s People.”

But, it also surfaced the age-old
call, witness and position for
members of CORPUS: the People
of God benefit from a celibate and
married clergy, regardless of gender or orientation. As Anthony T.
Padovano prayed in 1990:

The following pages reflect the contemproary wisdom
of CORPUS members.
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Bill O’Donnell, Maryland (Ordained 1962 (Franciscan); Married Florence 1967)
I have been following the Amazon synod concerning ordaining married men to the priesthood. Based on
my years in Brazil, I am fully aware of the drastic shortage of priests especially in the interior.
I was very much disappointed, however...but not surprised...that there was no mention of any consideration to reinstate priests who left to get married and have remained faithful to the church, raising families,
etc. Many of us, right after Vatican II and its reforms, as you know, felt that optional celibacy was next.
Still waiting.
Perhaps with the onset of old age, a certain cynicism sets in. Feel very much left out: “No room in the
inn”. Perhaps I have fallen victim to the dreaded disease of Irish Alzheimer’s: you forget everything except
your resentments, slights (real or imagined), etc.
Tired of the preacher lamenting the lack of vocations to a selfishness of young men who do not wish to condemn themselves to a life of mandatory celibacy. Or they blame the Holy Spirit for not inspiring men to
make this sacrifice. I want to speak up and tell them the answer is right here in the front pew...thousands
who are willing to take up part time or full-time ministry.
I have a very dear friend who has spent almost all of his adult life in Brazil, former Oblate who left, married
(now widowed) with two adult children. Runs several chemical dependency treatment centers: John
Burns. I will ask John if he has any observations on the Synod’s action and if he is willing, convey his
thoughts directly to you.
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Pat Callahan, Seattle, WA (Ordained 1968; Married Julie 1984)
It is my impression that very few resigned priests would respond to an invitation to return to active ministry
as married priests. I loved being a priest and pastor, but for me, at least, it would be impossible to be an officer, as if were, in a Church and support and enforce such outmoded policies on birth control, dignity of gays
and access to marriage, and no access to ordination for women. As I say below, the Amazon Synod proposals
are at best a “baby step” toward the reforms long overdue for the Catholic Church.
AMAZON SYNOD........A CRACK IN THE CELIBACY WALL
I served on the CORPUS Board for 8 years and was involved in drafting the Mission and Strategy document
that appears in the CORPUS DIRECTORY published in 1990. The Strategy section called for:
- By 1995 the utilization of non-clerical priests in sacramental ministry as official policy throughout the
Catholic Church.
- By 2000 the implementation of a policy of ordaining qualified men and women whether married or celibate
in the priesthood.
Here we are almost 30 years later with what I would describe as “a crack in the wall” on the policy of mandatory celibacy for an all-male clergy in the Catholic Church. Little did we realize in 1990 how adamant John
Paul II and his successor Benedict XVI would be on maintaining an all-male celibate clergy even in the face of
drastic shortages of priests not just in far flung missionary countries but other 1st World countries. The resistance to Vatican II and the hardline traditional approach of those 2 popes lead to a significant departure of
adult baptized Catholics (50% of those baptized in the U.S.) which somewhat reduced the priest shortage crisis. It was a classic case of putting Celibacy over Eucharist and a failure to provide access to sacraments for
the Faithful.
I am grateful for the action of the Amazon Synod for recommending the ordination of married deacons in areas
where priests are not available. It is a “baby step” in the right direction. But clearly our Church leaders need
to address the huge benefits in returning at least initially to the optional celibacy policy that prevailed in our
Church for the first 1,200 years with many married popes, bishops, and the majority of the priests. Many have
commented that a married clergy would never, given the influence of wives and their own children, tolerated
the abuses of children by clergy spotlighted in recent years. Clearly there continues to be the need for the
Catholic Church to open ordination to women, as well, not only for their natural gifts for ministry but also
since at this point only clergy are involved in real leadership and policy making in our Church. So many edu-
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cated Catholic women with no interest in ordination themselves simply cannot accept a Church that refuses them that option.
As a young pastor over 40 years ago I wrote a letter to the Editor published in our Seattle Archdiocese
Catholic newspaper, The Northwest Progress. With Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen there was open
dialogue in that paper.......not so today!! I wrote then:
“Recent years have seen the ranks of our priest radically reduced by a failure to come to grips with this vital
issue (Mandatory celibacy). The tragedy of the departure of these men, so often the most gifted, from
active ministry is not merely the matter of their own personal welfare. Many make a successful adjustment
to new careers and lifestyles. The clear cost is in the loss of the vital service they could gives the Church
were the option marriage available..... The Church as an institution and our people as individuals have
been acutely impoverished by the loss of these men. If clerics find this issue too emotionally charged to
deal with, perhaps this will be the time when the laity recognize the need for them to take the lead. It is,
after all, the people themselves and their children who will suffer the consequences if the supply and caliber of our priests continues to be restricted to those with the celibate charism. “ Six years later I resigned.
I felt the “handwriting was on the wall” regarding the need to discard mandatory celibacy in 1978. The
CORPUS Board had high hopes for change in 1990. And here we are in 2019 with the smallest trickle of
a shift in policy for missionary areas. We all knew the expression “Rome hastens......slowly”. But “times
a wastin’” to address this issue more aggressively..........
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Robert (Bob) L.Charpentier, PhD, Kensington, California (Ordained 1968; Married Mary Alice
1975)
Viri Probati... Anyone familiar with the proceedings of the Senate on the Amazon understands the phrase, Viri
Probati. That is, “tested, tried, proven“ men (of course, men! ) The term got me thinking. What does Viri Probati,
in my case, Vir Probatus, mean in practice? I’ll respond from my own personal experience
Several years ago after the death of my wife, I approached a Roman Catholic
diocesan bishop here in California to explore possible reinstatement as a
canonical priest. I was warmly received. Upon review of my background and
life experience the bishop encouraged me to pursue reinstatement. In fact he
thought I might be “fast tracked.“ Of course “fast“ by Roman standards meant
glacial speed as I would discover.
The review process took several years during which time I was assigned a
priest mentor and met with and was approved by the priest oversight committee of the diocese.The bishop even began to explore likely parochial assignments. Kindly and thoughtfully he was concerned I not have too long of a commute to a parish
Ultimately the response from Rome was negative. I was “too old“ and “too long removed from parish ministry.“ The
irony in the response was that shortly after I was turned down a seminary classmate, same age and similar life experience, was approved. Viri Probati? How probatus does one have to be?
Over the past few years this “old guy“ has been volunteering as an Elder Chaplain in a local parish. Such involves
bringing the comfort of the Eucharist and a listening, caring presence to homebound, hospitalized and nursing
home residents. Still not too old. Still very much involved in ministry

"to walk together, the Church today needs a conversion to the synodal experience.
It is necessary to strengthen a culture of dialogue, reciprocal listening,
spiritual discernment, consensus and communion to find spaces
and modes of joint decision-making and respond to pastoral challenges."
(text from Final Document of the synod)
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Mike Corso, Newton, New Jersey (Ordained 1983: Married Teri 1989)
Specifically to allow married priests in the Amazon, I believe that it is a disservice to the women who are already
ministering there now. Here is what a very informed source has to say:
Across the Amazon, Sr. Weiler says, it is often women that take part in catechesis and evangelization where there
is a dire lack of priests in the region. “It is the women that find it easier to connect to other women of other communities that are not Christian and remain firm in their own beliefs, finding common values that bring them
together,” she explained.
Yet despite their practical and pastoral work, the roles of these women within these communities – many of which
are committed to their Christian belief and mission – remain unrecognized by the Church. While men are provided with “the dignity that is deserved” of the ministerial services, Sr. Weiler says women are not afforded the same
recognition.
This is also true in the hospitals and parishes across America. It is the sisters and female pastoral associates who
really do all the work but need to step aside for “father” to come in and work his “magic”.
A married priesthood in the Amazon or anywhere else in the
world is placing women as second class citizens in the church. I
cannot allow this to go unchallenged. The wisdom, knowledge
and giftedness of women priests already in existence is more
than enough example for us to encourage the ordination of
women.
Further, as a married man who pastors a small-faith community,
I would not want to go back to the institutional church with the
current theology, liturgical prayers and exclusionary attitude.
I have evolved in my own theology.

we do not think ourselves into new ways of living,
we live ourselves into new ways of thinking.
― Richard Rohr
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Nick De Los Reyes, Tuscon, AZ. (Ordained: 1973; Married Mary:1979)
The following source is the primary basis of my reflection: What the Amazon Synod Decided & What it
Revealed (https://www.commonwealmagazine.org)
Although the issues of ordaining married viri probati to the priesthood and women to the permanent diaconate
dominated the news, the heart of the Synod beat on two substantial issues:
How the Church could better serve the hurting people
How the Church could stand with the people against the “predatory extractivism that responds to the logic of
greed, typical of the dominant technocratic paradigm”
In other words, the pastoral focus was on the mostly indigenous people of the Amazon, their existential concerns,
and their spiritual needs. I love this starting point. The Synod was not about canonical changes or who has the
authority to make them. It was about the people. It was about how the Church might assist them in being better
able to be Catholic ministers to themselves.
The Synod stated that the ordaining of married viri probati is the key to moving from a pastoral model based on
(annual) visits by a priest rushing from community to community to a model based on the presence of a married
suitable and recognized man of the community. That is to say, the presence of a resident priest is much better than
a very occasional, rushed visit by a priest to dispense sacraments. A resident priest makes possible reception of the
sacraments on a regular basis.
They Synod affirmed that the need for the sacraments far outweighs the need for them to be administered by a celibate priest. The Synod voiced a simple and obvious bit of logic: “The Eucharist is essential to the sustenance of the
People of God, and to sacrifice it to clerical discipline is not the Gospel.”
Of course, the Synod produced a document and recommendations that went to the Pope who will have the final say
on what happens. May the Holy Spirit give him the wisdom and courage to attend to the pastoral needs of the people of the Amazon.
If the door is opened to ordaining married men in the Amazon,
just as it has been open to having married clergy in other rites in
communion with Rome and to married Protestant clergy who
came into the Roman Church, it would only be a small ripple in the
big ocean that keeps married men from being ordained priests in
the USA, that keeps women from priestly ordination, and that
keeps married Catholic priests from being invited back into canonical ministry.

